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[Pitra Dev]

[SHRAADH]



Shraadh is a Sanskrit word which actually means anything or any

demonstration that is performed with all sincerity and faith. In the Hindu

religion, the custom one performs to pay reverence to one's "precursors"

particularly to one's dead folks. Thoughtfully, it is a path for individuals to

express ardent appreciation and thanks towards their guardians and

precursors, for having assisted them with being what they are and

petitioning God for their peace.

It likewise can be considered as a "day of remember" It is performed for

both the father and mother independently, on the days they got to be

perished. It is performed on the demise commemoration or all things

considered amid the Pitru Paksha or Shraaddha paksha just before Sharad

Navaratri in autumn.



Shraddh is a standout amongst the most noteworthy time to recollect our

predecessors and appeal to God for the left souls to rest in peace.

According to the Hindu calendar, amid the season of Pitru Paksha, on the off
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chance that you offer petitions to God and perform certain ceremonies for

your precursors, you will be honored by them and their souls will rest in

peace. Consistently, Tarpan happens amid the season of Shraddh dates. The

same ceremonies will be performed when Shraddha in 2015 starts. We will

appeal to God for the souls to rest in peace amid the Shradh.



Types of Shraddh:

























Nitya Shraddh

Neimitik Shraddh

Kaamya Shraddh

Vriddhi Shraddh

Sapindan Shraddh

Paarvann Shraddh

Goshtth Shraddh

Shurdhyarth Shraddh

Karmaang Shraddh

Deivik Shraddh

Oupcharik Shraddh

Saanvatsarik Shraddh



According to the blessed sacred writing 'Srimad Bhagavad Gita', the body is

destructible yet the spirit stays godlike. The spirit never takes conception

neither one of the it’s passes on. The spirit is unfading and ever existent.

Thus neither one of the airs, water nor flame can crush it. The season of
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Shraadh frees the spirit from the cycle of life and passing bringing about

salvation. Consequently, performing Shraddh amid the season of Pitru

Paksha is considered critical for the souls to rest in peace. Tarpan, amid

the season of Shradh, is just as fundamental keeping in mind the end goal to

dispose of Pitra Dosh. How about we petition God for the peace of the left

souls with full confidence and dedication amid the times of Shraddh.



Amid the season of Shraddha, we go to your progenitors that their souls

rest in peace. There are sure ceremonies which are performed amid the

Pitru Paksha Shradh. It is trusted that if these customs are performed with

full confidence, commitment, and appreciation, the left souls will rest in

peace and they will shield us from every one of the negatives and disasters.



The following instruction about Shraadh:PAGE 3



 It is trusted that Shraadh of any precursor or any withdrew soul in

the family ought to be performed by any male part. It could either be

the eldest child of the departed soul or the leader of the crew.

 Amid the season of Shraddh, one ought to ask religiously and control

one's resentment.

 On the different Tithi of Shraadh, Brahmins are welcomed at home

and unique supplications to God (Tarpan) are offered to the departed

souls.

 Post the custom of Tarpan, Brahmins are offered home cooked

nourishment, fresh out of the plastic new garments, extraordinary

desserts and Dakshina (cash). This offering has an extraordinary

reason in the Hindu mythology. It is a conviction that this Brahman

Bhoj achieves the progenitors.

 Alongside the Brahmins, crow is likewise nourished with the same

sustenance, as crow is accepted to be the ambassador from Yama.

Alongside the crow, canine and dairy animals are likewise sustained.



Amid the season of Shraadh, one can make Mahadan (huge gift). This

custom is performed with a specific end goal to free oneself from the Pitra

Dosha. It carries energy alongside the favors of the soul. A percentage of

the things of the Mahadaan are:









Ghee (purified butter)

Rice

Gangajal (water of river Ganga)

Mustard Oil
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Wheat

Salt

Steel utensils

Shoes, socks or chappals

Clothes (towels, Lungi, kurta)

Fruits

Vegetables

Kali Til (sesame seed) and milk



Holy Places for Shradh Rituals:

















Varanasi

Prayaga

Gaya

Kedarnath

Badrinath

Rameswaram

Nasik

Kapal mochan Sesh Ambadi



Things To Be Avoided During Pitru Paksha: Do not buying any new cloths.

 Any event like marriage, or birth ceremony is completely prohibited.

 Try to avoid having a haircut.
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 Restrain from eating non vegetarian food, alcohol and tobacco during

the time of Shraadh.

 Try to avoid eating at others’ house. It is considered that if you eat

(salt debt) at someone's home their Pitru is transferred to the host.

This can only be removed by balancing the act or through a remedial

Pooja.

Pitradev is functioning in the cities that have great importance according to

Hindu mythology for the performance of rituals after death. We are there

to help all those pilgrims who want to visit Kashi/Varanasi, Gaya, Ayodhya,

Mathura, Allahabad, Haridwar, Badrinath, Siddhpur and Kurukshetra for the

purpose of pinddaan, asthivisarjan and other related activities. Our aim is to

offer services to the Hindus from all corners of the world under the expert

guidance of learned and knowledgeable Acharyas. For any kind of enquiry

please contact us.
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